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ABSTRACT

This presenu threeexperinnntscomermngtte
metamoffiemhm Englishalor L3by
bilingual amdmonolingualspeakers. Tieresfltsare
interpretedintermsoftheinflmmeolandLZin
thirdlangtngelearmnginbilinguals..'l'ieseresults
suggest that interfereme phenomena in L3 m be
explaimdintermxsofthemomticnatm'eoftiesomfis
ol.

1.1NTRODUCTION

Accent in moral or third language oral prodmtions
canbe explaimd in terms of interfereme between tie
mother tongue and the acuired langmgels. It is
somatim possibletomakesorm predictiomhmedon
phonological descriptions but this can lead to
hypotheses that do not correspond to the aztual
problems emountered during L2 or L3 mqmsition It
than becomes my to charmterize phonetic
interferenm phenomena at subphonemic level, using
experimental technique. Some rwearch along this
line has been carried out by 1E. Flege and his
associates but they deal with mond language
azquisition by monolingual speakers.

The phonetic performmre of bilingual speakers has
also been studied from an experimental point of view,
but little is know about the pattern of interferexm
between first, second and third language. This paper
describes three experiments which aim at assessing the
influzrm of L1 and 12 in L3 prodmtioms of bilingual
speakers.

Tiesubjectsstudiedareeitierbilingualspeakeis
havingCatalanasafirstlanguageamlCmtilianas
second language or monolingual speakers having
Castilianasafirstlanguage.lthastobeborminmind
that for the first group of subjects 'bilingual' is a
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sonnwint confusing designation sime the subjects
studied don't lnve tin same level of proficiency in
both languages, Catalan being dominant over
Cmtilian

2.EXPERIMENT 1

In this first experiment the prodmtion of Fremh oral
vowels by bilingual learners of Fremh as a third
language wm studied .

2.1. METHOD

Tenbilingual miiversitystndents ofFremh (6 femnle
and4nnle)readaseriesofCatalan, Spamsham
Fremh isolated vowels imerted in carrier sentences
with a word containing the same vowel tint was
pronomned inisolation ( eg. ' Il adit 'i' comma dans
'si' '). The vowels studied were [i], [e], [e], [a], [a],
[a], [o], [u] for Catalan, [i], [e], [auo], [u] for Spanish
and [I]. [9], [a 1.. [a]. [a]. [0]. [U]. [3']. [<3], [5]. [filfor
Fremh Recordings were made in amchmc conditions
usingaRevoxA77taperworder and aSennheiser
MD 44M 1 cardioid microphone plmed at comtant
distame from the mouth
Anatomic analysis of a total of 240 utterances was
mndeusingaBrtiel & Kjaar 2033 marrow ham
analyzer. The freqtemy of the first two formants was
determined from visual examination of narrow band
spectra obtaimd using a FFT algorithm

2.2. RESULTS

F llF2 plottings for tie male speakers are shown in
figs. 1 and 2. Tie analysis of their Fremh prodmtiom
suggests two different problems: the series of central
rounded vowels and the mid-open I mid—close pairs.
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Fig l: Catalan and Fremh vowel produztions bilingual speakers ( Catalam
continuos line; Fremlr dotted line).
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Fig. 2: Castilian and French vowel productions by bilingual speakers ( Castiliarr
(lasted lim, Fremh' dotted line )

Sime central rounded vowels do not exist either in
Catalanor inSpanish tinvtemd tobe clusteredina
central area of tie FllFZ vowel space with no
differentiation between the members of the class. In a
native speaker prodmtion there is some overlapping,
but always to a lesser extent than in non-native vowels.
As for the [e]—[&] and [0H0] pairs, their situation in the
FllFZ plane shows the same pattern in French and in
Catalan However, tin Castilian prodmtions of
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bilingual' ’ speakers differ from the
results obtaimd' for native
Castili' am for the bilingml
speakers[e] and [o]appear intin

_samnareaasCatalanamlFremh
[e] and [0], whereas in Castilian
tiny tenl to show the m
dispersion as Catalan or Fremh
[8H8] and [OI-[011] [2]-

3.EXPERIMENT 2

In this secoml experiment we tried
to analyze the produztion of
English vowels comparmg' tin
performnme of bidingml' and
monolmgual' learmrs of Englis' h
assecond orthirdlanguage.

3.1. METHODS

Four monolmgml' and five
bilingtnl" university students of
English were mked to read a
series of quasi-homophom words
containing' ' the vowels of Catalan,
Castil' ian and English and
embedded in camer‘ sentemes.
Recordin' gs were made in the
same coalitions as in Experiment
landwere analyzed withthemne
techniques. A total number of 386
utterames were named.

3.2- RESULTS

Meastn-ermnts of vowel durations
on oscillogrann showed that both
bilingual and monolingual
speakers do not make significant
differences between long and
short English vowels; tin only
pairs where differences between
the mean durations were found to
be significant were [iHi:] and [BHal

The results for vowel quality are
smnmarized inFigs 3am 4.1tcan
beobserved that thereisahigh
degree of overlapping' between
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Enghsh mat vowels, both for bumsnl
monolingual speakers; Catalan W tend t.°
prodmetie Englishschwawithtiesaneacom
charmieristicsasCatalanschwa

Bilingml subjects show a better distribution of tie

Englishopenlclose vowels [He] anl []—[ Ho], which

appear with strongly overlapped areas in the

produttion of monolingual speakers, due to tie lid of

thispairintiefirstlanguage.
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Fig. 3: English vowels by bilingual speakers
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Fig. 4: English vowels by monolingual speakers
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4.D(PERD1ENT 3

In mam: 3. the 00W? Ween the
perform of 1110t ml 133111181131 Speakers
was exterded to tie frieetive comments 0(t
mnbitsasystemoffncatives veryamilar to
Catalan - [t], [S]. [2]. [I]. [21- We Wm differs
having [fl [9]. [S] 8111l

1.1. METHOD

Four bilingual and four monolingual speakers

shrients of Fremh at university level were asked to

realaseriesofcarriersentemescontairfimgwords

with fricative consomnts in Catalan, Cmtilian and

Fremh Recordings were made under the sarm

coalitions as the previom experiments For emh

fricative the following acoustic parameters were
considered: frequemy am intemity of upper am
lower limits of ironstic erergy, freqmmy ant

intensity of the two frieative formnts, initial ant final

slope, energy spreai am duration of tie corsommt
This gives an estimate of the spectral distribution of
acoustic energy for emhsouni.

4.2. RESULTS

Significative differemes between the three languages
have only been founi for tie voiceless alveolar [s] [3].
Thissoundwm foundtoieveverysimilar
cinrasteristics in Catalan and Castilian native
prodmtions and in Castilian prodmtions by
bilinguals. However, both groups showed significant
differemes with respect to native Fremii Fremh [s]
has higier freqmmy than tie Catalan or Castilian [s],
and it was prodmed by our subjects with frequemy
parameter values even higier than those found for
mtive Fremh speakers'l‘hisis the same behaviour as
observedby Murillo [4] and is illustrated in Figs. 4
ml 5.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of moustic energy in Catalan,
tilianand Fremh [s] by bilingual speakers.

Fig. 5: Distribution of mowtic energy in Castilian and
Fremh[s] by monolingual speakers.

SDISCUSSION

Tie woustic study of foreign language vowel
prodmtions for mh am English shows that
bilingualspeakersappeartobehaveintlesameway
when learning a third langtnge with a complex vowel
system Tiey teni to follow tie distributional pattern
oftieir Ll inflexomtic vowel space; tiepositionof
thissamespaze forthe L2 vowels does notseemto
interfere with their L3 prodmtions. Tie analysis of
the L2 productions in bilingtnlschows that their
distribution of tie vowels in the FUFZ plane is
similar in both languages, despite tie fast that [e] and
[o] inCastilian cover larger areas thanin Catalan die
to the lmk of a phonologically distimtive closeiopen
pair.

Acoustic data for tie alveolar voiceless fricative [5]

shows that both bilingual axrl monolingual speakers
tent to overestimate tie moustic characteristics of tie
target langtnge prodming this sound with a
comentration of moustic eiergy at higier freqtenjss
than those fouml in native speakers of French

ECONCLUSION

It 11% been experimentally shown that in tie case of
bilingmls learning a third language, tiers is no
inflteme of their 12 in tie produztion of L3.
lnterfereneseemsto beentirelyexplaiied bythe
acousticfeatmesoftiesomrlsoftieirLl.

Tie results of asotistic analysis of L2 am L3
productions seem to suggest that, at tie phonetic level,

interlanguag phenomena do not appear, sime no
intermediate values of the parameters measured were
found.
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